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Executive Summary 

The weekly charts show price stalled right at upper resistance in place over the past 2 years (on a weekly closing 

basis), and stalled right at upper resistance on a “daily high” basis. The weekly SPX candle sports a buyers 

“exhaustion” candle, and suggests a down week the coming week. The weekly COMPQ chart show negative 

divergence on the RSI5, price stalling at down trendline in place since December last year, and an initial A.I. sell 

signal. A close below $4900 targets $4700 on the NAZ. 

Closer to home, we can count 5 non-overlapping waves down on the SPX:  

2111->1995 (1)  2103 (2)  2084 (3)  2092 (4)  2081 (5). This could be wave 1 or a. 

The market then bounced on Friday to SPX2092; it would suffice as a large enough bounce, but based on our ideal 

wave tracker (available to premium members only) it can also continue to ~SPX2100 before the next leg down. We 

need to see a break below SPX2073 to further add to the weight of evidence the current wave up off the SPX2034 

low has ended. A break below SPX2034 of course all but confirms that, but not that the entire move up off the 

SPX1810 low has ended. For that to happen, price needs to move much lower.  
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Elliot wave update 

The hourly chart of the S&P500 in Figure 1 shows the 3 different counts we continue to track, but we switched the 

numbers around a bit to play devil’s advocate and ensure we remain conservative and protect profits (see also Figure 

2): 

 Impulse up (red intermediate i,ii; green minor 1,2; gray minute i-v, green minor 3,4; with 5 completed): 40% 

 Impulse up (red intermediate i,ii,iii,iv,v; with black 1 completed): 30% 

 Corrective up (red intermediate a,b, gray a,b, green a,b, orange a,b,c, with black b completed): 30% 

Remember, the market is all about possibilities and NEVER has only 1 count opperative; it always keeps its options 

open. What we can see is that price broke first above the upper blue uptrend line, following along the black trendline, 

touched the green trendline, and fell back below both the black and blue lines. These two were first resistance and 

as stated in Thursday’s update a drop below SPX2092 would signal a first warning shot for the bulls. Price dropped 

well-below it to SPX2081 on Friday, only to retest it and close 1p below. The next level we watch is SPX2073 for the 

next clue the current wave up has ended. Cont’d next page. 

Figure 1. SPX 60min chart: the 3 different counts we are tracking remain valid. 
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Zooming in, see Figure 2, we can count 5 none-overlapping waves down from the SPX2111 high to the SPX2081 low: 

2111->1995 (1)  2103 (2)  2084 (3)  2092 (4)  2081 (5). This could be wave 1 or a. Since at SPX2084.45 wave 

3 was 1.236x wave 1 (3RD waves can never be the shortest), and at SPX 2092.24 wave 4 equaled wave 2 (7.79p vs 

7.98p); we can be satisfied with 5 waves down. 

Figure 2. SPX 60min chart: last wave up completed?! 
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Market update. 

This week, price was unable to remain above the lower blue trend line that connects with the ATH (See also figure 

2). That’s in our opinion significant. However, price remains in the red and black up trend channels. As such the lower 

red and black trend lines are important support going forward. Both are currently at around SPX2078, 2065; 

respectively, and rising. The initial and ideal A.I. sell signal remains and has not yet been confirmed (green vertical 

dotted line on lower TI). Negative divergence on the daily MACD and RSI5 remains, but hasn’t amounted to much 

yet. The red dotted ascending line shows were a potential 4th wave bottom should hit going forward. 

Figure 3. SPX daily TI chart. TIs pointing down, Price above 20d SMA, negative divergence on RSI5 and MACD.   
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The weekly SPX candle shows a wig which is longer than the body of the candle (orange oval). This means sellers are 

taking over as selling pressure (the wig) is larger than the buying pressure (body). The yellow circles show similar 

weekly candles and it doesn’t take much to see what happened to price in the following week(s). As such we do 

expect further downside next week and possible beyond; in line with any of our 3 counts we track.  

Figure 5. SPX weekly candle stick chart: stalled at upper resistance, possible buyer exhaustion candle. 
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